Action points from the 23rd Meeting of the Paediatric Nursing Associations of Europe

1. **Written update for websites not all countries have yet advised of information required**
   - Each country to email FS the name and email address for the key contact to be placed on the website
   - **Please note: all countries need to do the above asap**
   - Key contacts and weblinks to be placed on PNAE website when received – FS
   - Email contact list to be amended in light of the above - FS
   - Key contact to cascade information, agenda’s and papers within their own country/Association as required – All

2. **Future PNAE congresses and 3rd PNAE congress**
   - OG to discuss with IDO the above proposal and to advise FS of outcome and selected dates – OG/IDO
   - To discuss with colleagues the potential for aligning a PNAE congress with the national paediatric association congress in Paris - MC

3. **RN4CAST, recruitment and competence of nurses**
   - Send written update or verbal update with representative from Sweden if unable to attend - BMY

4. **Family presence in paediatric and neonatal areas**
   - Review revised position statement by 12th May 2014 – all attendees
   - Further amendments to be made as required - FS
   - Final position statement, summary of collated findings and covering letter to be sent to PNAE members for translation and cascade within their country – All

5. **Child Euthanasia law in Belgium**
   - Keep PNAE members posted on the introduction of the law – KV/KdW
   - To place Do Not Resuscitate orders on a future PNAE meeting agenda - FS

6. **Education programmes: mapping of learning outcomes**
   - Keep PNAE members updated on development of indicators - KdW

7. **Future meeting dates/venues and locations**
   - Advise FS of attendance at the November 2014 meeting- All
   - Explore the potential for a PNAE meeting in Iceland in 2017 – FS